I continually try to die but lack breath.

Your... your.......

Your husband...

Psalms 39:11

 sings a song

That... a... a... a... a... a... a... a... a... a... a... a... a... a... a... a... a... a... a... a... a... a... a... a...
A year has come on and decide
the work with Debris the present
neglected, and thus enable
them to decide whether
they like him without un-
necessary regret of inefficient
work's being done. The duties
of Marius and the idea of
strong and has studied English
in this country and the
German, where I believe he
now is. To all the dear
are fighting in their causes
against you my dear boy.
You will not feel the disap-
ointment nearly as much as
I can assure you. Not that
I can renew promises, any
strong hope of you getting
the place, but the thought
of it and the possibility was
enough to make me eager
and when the possibility comes of things to make me greatly disappointed. But some 
thing of the kind will come up sooner or later, and I am 
determined to stick with it. You would had 
again change at once if you 
were only orthodox. 
I am quite disgusted with 
life. I can never find any 
satisfaction in anything, I can lay my hand upon. 
All the pleasure and 
importance is gone from my speech. I 
with decent deportment 
of beauty. I have never 
perhaps find satisfaction 
in it. If I could believe it! 
But the loss of the possible,
away from it.
I am re-reading Bonet's
unbound. Their apris-
capable. I hope to
fully as I had in that.
That description of the harp
and their chariot is novel
lops. But in the while
his imaginings lack a
training it would
without order. His super-
elaborate and our drawn
companions that look upon
rules of life - intimate his
drawn with no connection
with any association to hum
sympathy.

Auntie now no for
I have been working nights a
day and today dampness
My dear Amy,

I have been writing until I should have an opportunity to write a long enough letter to express my self upon the various subjects that demand expression between us. But I am teaching ten hours a day and studying half as hard as I have time to do anything outside. I must write you a line and will regularly after this that in may be without commissin. I am following your own incluision. Don't put your.
self in any position in which you cannot be abjured best. It would be a thousand times better for you to emigrate to this country and hit all the days of your life as a literary man. All the always studying and writing your own opinions and giving your nature to develop your merit demands of you only kept from altering Hoboken the supposed vantage of money, securing your into companionship with desirable men and enabling you to obtain books and tracts. But with your poor you will not lack the first and books and lotteries for the asking and read you can hear in a thousand
Differing ways. Do not read law. Come Henry, Jesus carry out our old ideas and build together out think and write and talk and in ourselves and not put ourselves into gaskets to fit the absurd standards of men who do not think and back the possessing a thousand dollars is worth more than all beauty in the world.

Next year I am going to quit your for 4 years study. With God and science and show to others. If you shall offer from New England to Berlin or elsewhere. In the end I shall have to adapt my work to my mother's comfort and worth more than an accepting her. But she wants to work hard for 5 or 6 years and then...
try

study. I shall try first for a fellowship at St. John's College, Annapolis.

Yours truly,

[Signature]

Feb 19th 1847.